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Abstract
Recent work involving a mixed-criticality framework called MC² has shown that, by combining hardware-management techniques and criticality-aware task provisioning, capacity loss can be significantly reduced when supporting real-time workloads on multicore platforms. However, as in most other prior research on multicore hardware management, tasks were assumed in that work to not share data. Data sharing is problematic in the context of hardware management because it can violate the isolation properties hardware-management techniques seek to ensure. Clearly, for research on such techniques to have any practical impact, data sharing must be permitted. Towards this goal, this paper presents a new version of MC² that permits tasks to share data within and across criticality levels through shared memory. Several techniques are presented for mitigating capacity loss due to data sharing. The effectiveness of these techniques is demonstrated by means of a large-scale, overhead-aware schedulability study driven by micro-benchmark data.

1 Introduction
In work on real-time multicore computing, much effort has been directed at a problem that has been termed the “one-out-of-m” problem [12, 22]: certifying the real-time correctness of a system running on m cores can require such pessimistic analysis, the processing capacity of the additional m – 1 cores is entirely negated. In effect, only “one core’s worth” of capacity can be utilized even though m cores are available. In domains such as avionics, the one-out-of-m problem has led to the common practice of simply disabling all but one core. This problem is the most serious unresolved obstacle in work on real-time multicore resource allocation today.

Much of the pessimism underlying the one-out-of-m problem is attributable to shared hardware resources, such as caches, buses, and memory banks, that are not predictably managed. As such, much of the prior work directed at this problem has focused on enabling tighter task execution-time estimates by providing such management. Additionally, recent work by our group [10, 22] has shown that greater reductions in pessimism are possible when hardware management is coupled with mixed-criticality (MC) analysis assumptions, as originally proposed by Vestal [34]. Under such analysis assumptions, less-critical tasks are provisioned somewhat optimistically, allowing for increased platform utilization.

While major strides by various research groups have been made in attacking the one-out-of-m problem (see Sec. 6), the ability to support real-world workloads has not yet been realized. A key reason is a lack of support for data sharing among tasks. In prior work, researchers have nearly universally chosen to disallow data sharing because it directly breaks the isolation techniques that underlie hardware management. This choice is certainly reasonable, as a fundamental understanding of the basics of providing isolation is necessary before delving into other complicating factors.

In this paper, we consider for the first time tradeoffs involving data sharing on multicore platforms wherein capacity loss is reduced via the usage of both hardware-management techniques and MC provisioning assumptions. We study such tradeoffs in the context of a pre-existing mixed-criticality framework called MC² (mixed-criticality on multicore) [10, 16, 22, 29, 35], which was the focus of our group’s prior work noted above. Before describing our contributions, we first provide a brief overview of MC².

Hardware management under MC². In the MC² variant considered herein, three criticality levels exist, denoted A (highest) through C (lowest). (These levels are illustrated in Fig. 1 along with a fourth level.) Level-A and -B tasks have hard real-time (HRT) constraints and are scheduled via partitioning, with per-core scheduling being time-triggered for Level A and priority-based for Level B. Level-C tasks have soft real-time (SRT) constraints and are globally scheduled. In recent work [22], which is built on here, hardware management was introduced with respect to DRAM memory banks and the last-level cache (LLC). This management gives rise to numerous tradeoffs regarding the allocation of LLC areas to groups of tasks and/or criticality levels. In other recent work [10], also built on here, an optimization framework was introduced for sizing these LLC areas [10].

Contributions. The hardware management recently added to MC² relies on the ability to provide strong isolation guarantees to higher-criticality tasks with respect to DRAM banks and the LLC. The introduction of data sharing can break any illusion of isolation. In this paper, we examine the
We begin by reviewing needed background material. Our specific contributions are threefold.

First, after providing needed background (Sec. 2), we describe a new implementation of MC\textsuperscript{2} that extends the prior one by allowing tasks to communicate through shared memory (Sec. 3). This new implementation allows producer/consumer buffers to be shared within a criticality level and wait-free buffers to be shared across criticality levels. We consider three options for lessening the impacts of data sharing: locking a shared buffer into the LLC, bypassing the LLC entirely when accessing a buffer, and assigning the tasks that share a buffer to the same core (if they are Level-A or -B tasks) so that concurrent sharing is eliminated.

Second, we explain how to modify the pre-existing optimization framework for sizing LLC areas to account for these buffer-sharing options (Sec. 4). We also add to this framework a task-to-core partitioning heuristic (for Levels A and B) that takes buffer-sharing costs into account.

Third, based on previous micro-benchmark data involving task-execution characteristics [22] and newly collected data involving buffer sharing (Sec. 3.3), we report on the results of a large-scale overhead-aware schedulability study in which data-sharing impacts were assessed (Sec. 5). Across all scenarios considered in this study, our techniques reclaimed 84% of the schedulability lost due to unmanaged data when compared to an ideal scheme that has an infinitely large LLC.

Some limited prior work on MC systems exists in which hardware management was applied (see Sec. 6). However, this paper and three earlier papers on MC\textsuperscript{2} [10, 22, 35] are the only ones known to us that consider hardware management under Vestal’s notion of MC analysis, which was proposed with the express goal of improving platform utilization.

2 Background

We begin by reviewing needed background material.

**Task model.** We consider real-time workloads specified using the implicit-deadline periodic task model and assume familiarity with this model. We specifically consider a task system \( \tau = \{ \tau_1, \ldots, \tau_n \} \), scheduled on \( m \) processors, where task \( \tau_i \)'s period and worst-case execution time (WCET) are denoted \( T_i \) and \( C_i \), respectively. (We generalize this model below when considering MC scheduling.) The utilization of task \( \tau_i \) is given by \( u_i = C_i / T_i \) and the total system utilization by \( \sum_i u_i \). If a job of \( \tau_i \) has a deadline at time \( d \) and completes execution at time \( t \), then its tardiness is \( \max \{ 0, t - d \} \). Tardiness should be zero for any job of a SRT task, and should be bounded by a (reasonably small) constant for any job of a SRT task.

**Mixed-criticality scheduling.** The roots of most recent work on MC scheduling can be traced to a seminal paper by Vestal [34]. For systems where tasks of differing criticalities exist, he proposed adopting less-pessimistic execution-time assumptions when considering less-critical tasks. More formally, in a system with \( L \) criticality levels, each task has a *provisioned execution time (PET)*\textsuperscript{3} specified at every level, and \( L \) system variants are analyzed: in the Level-\( \ell \) variant, the real-time requirements of all Level-\( \ell \) tasks are verified with Level-\( \ell \) PETs assumed for all tasks (at any level). The degree of pessimism in determining PETs is level-dependent: if Level \( \ell \) is of higher criticality than Level \( \ell' \), then Level-\( \ell \) PETs will generally exceed Level-\( \ell' \) PETs. For example, in the systems considered by Vestal [34], observed WCETs were used to determine PETs for tasks at lower levels, and such times were inflated to determine PETs at higher levels.

MC\textsuperscript{2}, Vestal’s work led to a significant body of follow-up work (see [7] for an excellent survey). Within this body of work, MC\textsuperscript{2} was the first MC scheduling framework for multiprocessors (to our knowledge) [29]. MC\textsuperscript{2} was originally designed in consultation with colleagues in the avionics industry to reflect the needs of systems of interest to them. It is implemented as a LITMUS\textsuperscript{PET} [25] plugin and supports four criticality levels, denoted A (highest) through D (lowest), as shown in Fig. 1. Higher-criticality tasks are statically prioritized over lower-criticality ones. Level-A tasks are partitioned and scheduled on each core using a time-triggered table-driven cyclic executive.\textsuperscript{4} Level-B tasks are also partitioned but are scheduled using a rate-monotonic (RM) scheduler on each core.\textsuperscript{4} On each core, the Level-A and -B tasks are required to have harmonic periods and commence execution at time 0 (this requirement can be relaxed slightly [29]). Level-C tasks are scheduled via a global earliest-deadline-first (GEDF) scheduler.\textsuperscript{4} Level-A and -B tasks are HRT, Level-C tasks are SRT, and Level-D tasks are non-real-time. In this work, we assume that Level D is not present.

**MC\textsuperscript{2} with hardware management.** In recent work [22], a new MC\textsuperscript{2} implementation was developed that provides techniques for managing the LLC and DRAM memory banks. We briefly describe these techniques here. Our description is

---

\textsuperscript{3}We use the terms “processor,” “core,” and “CPU” interchangeably.

\textsuperscript{4}Other per-level schedulers optionally can be used, and Level-C tasks can be defined according to the sporadic task model. These options, and other considerations, such as slack reallocation, schedulability conditions, and execution-time budgeting are discussed in prior papers [16, 29, 35].
with respect to the multicore machine shown in Fig. 2, which is the hardware platform assumed throughout this paper. This machine is a quad-core ARM Cortex A9 platform. Each core on this machine is clocked at 800MHz and has separate 32KB L1 instruction and data caches. Additionally, the LLC is a shared, unified 1MB 16-way set-associative L2 cache. The LLC write policy is write-back with write-allocate. 1GB of off-chip DRAM is available, and this memory is partitioned into eight 128MB banks.

In the MC\(^2\) variant that provides hardware management, rectangular areas of the LLC can be assigned to certain groups of tasks. This is done by using page coloring to allocate certain subsequences of sets (i.e., rows) of the LLC to such a task group, and hardware support in the form of per-core lockdown registers to assign certain tasks (i.e., columns) of the LLC to the group. (Please see [22] for more detailed descriptions of these LLC allocation mechanisms.) Additionally, by controlling the memory pages assigned to each task, certain DRAM banks can be assigned for the exclusive use of a specified group of tasks. The OS can also be constrained to access only certain LLC areas and/or DRAM banks.

Fig. 3 depicts the main allocation strategy for the LLC and DRAM banks considered in [22]. This strategy ensures strong isolation guarantees for higher-criticality tasks, while allowing for fairly permissive hardware sharing for lower-criticality tasks. DRAM allocations are depicted at the bottom of the figure, and LLC allocations at the top. As seen, Level C and the OS share a subsequence of the available LLC ways and all LLC colors. (On the considered platform, each color corresponds to 128 cache sets.) Level-C tasks (being SRT) are assumed to be provisioned on an average-case basis. Under this assumption, LLC sharing with the OS should not be a major concern. The remaining LLC ways are partitioned among Level-A and -B tasks on a per-CPU basis. That is, the Level-A and -B tasks on a given core share a partition. Each of these partitions is allocated 1/4 of the available colors, as depicted. This scheme ensures that Level-A and -B tasks do not experience LLC interference due to tasks on other cores (spatial isolation). Also, Level-A tasks (being of higher priority) do not experience LLC interference due to Level-B tasks on the same core (temporal isolation).

The specific number of LLC ways allocated to the Level-C/OS partition and to the per-core Level-A and -B partitions is a tunable parameter that can be determined on a per-task-set basis using optimization techniques based on linear programming presented in a prior paper [10]. These optimization techniques seek to minimize a task set’s Level-C utilization while ensuring schedulability at all criticality levels.

The MC\(^2\) implementation just described does not provide management for L1 caches, translation lookaside buffers (TLBs), memory controllers, memory buses, or cache-related registers that can be a source of contention [33]. However, we assume a measurement-based approach to determining PETs, so such unconsidered resources are implicitly considered when PETs are determined. We adopt a measurement-based approach because work on static timing analysis tools for multicore machines has not matured to the point of being directly applicable. Moreover, measurement-based methods for determining PETs are often used in practice.

Problems caused by data sharing. In this paper, we augment the MC task model described above to allow any two tasks to communicate via buffers stored in shared memory page(s) accessible to them both. This modification explicitly breaks the isolation properties provided by the pre-existing MC\(^2\) implementation. For example, if two Level-B tasks assigned to different cores share a buffer, then the memory accesses of at least one of them cannot be entirely constrained to its assigned core’s DRAM bank. Also, memory accesses by one task can cause the other to experience LLC evictions.

To illustrate this lack of isolation, we conducted an experiment similar to those reported in [22] in which the WCET of a synthetic task with a working-set size (WSS) of 256KB was recorded under the pre-existing MC\(^2\) implementation when executed either in an otherwise-idle system or in a loaded system that includes a stress-inducing background workload. We considered three loaded scenarios: no hardware management but also no data sharing, and hardware management both without and with data sharing. In the last scenario, each stress-inducing task was configured so that 12.5% of its memory accesses were to shared data. The synthetic task was allocated an LLC area consisting of eight ways and

---

Figure 2: Quad-core ARM Cortex A9.

Figure 3: LLC and DRAM allocation. LLC boundaries indicated by double lines are configurable parameters. Note that the Level-A and -B LLC areas for each core can overlap.
We assume wait-free sharing across levels so that multi-level sharing, overwriting semantics is assumed, but buffer replication is still needed to ensure that read and write operations can occur without interfering with each other [4].

3 Implementation

Our goal in the rest of this paper is to devise methods that eliminate or limit the deterioration just demonstrated. Before discussing such methods, we first describe the inter-process communication (IPC) mechanisms we added to MC².

IPC. Linux-based OSs provide several IPC mechanisms, including pipes, named pipes (FIFOs), message queues, and shared memory. Pipes, named pipes, and message queues require data to be copied from user space into kernel space, and then back from kernel space into user space. In contrast, with shared memory, physical memory pages are mapped into the address space of multiple tasks. This allows for lower-overhead IPC, as tasks may read and write buffers stored in shared pages without copying data into and out of kernel space. For this reason, we focus exclusively on shared-memory-based IPC mechanisms in this paper.

We implemented two such mechanisms: producer/consumer buffers (PCBs) and wait-free buffers (WFBs). We use PCBs for data sharing among tasks of the same criticality and WFBs for data sharing among tasks of different criticalities. We assume wait-free sharing across levels so that multi-level blocking dependencies (which would greatly complicate MC schedulability analysis) do not occur. Each PCB or WFB is assumed to be written by one task and read by one task. For producer/consumer sharing, buffers must be replicated so that data can be produced without overwriting. For wait-free sharing, overwriting semantics is assumed, but buffer replication is still needed to ensure that read and write operations can occur without interfering with each other [4].

3.1 Mitigating Interference Due to Shared Memory

As discussed in Sec. 2, the introduction of data sharing can cause LLC and DRAM-bank interference. In this paper, we propose to ameliorate such interference by applying the following three techniques in the sequence specified:

Selective LLC Bypass with C-DRAM Assignment (SBP): (i) Designate each buffer accessed by a Level-A or -B task as uncacheable and allocate it from the Level-C DRAM banks. (Note that such a buffer could be shared with a task at Level C.) This eliminates unpredictable LLC interference at Levels A and B, at the expense of higher average-case buffer access times due to the lack of caching. (ii) Designate each buffer shared exclusively by Level-C tasks as cacheable and allocate it from the Level-C DRAM banks.

Concurrency Elimination (CE): If a buffer is shared by two tasks at Levels A and/or B, then assign both tasks to the same core, and assign the buffer to that core’s designated DRAM bank and designate it as cacheable. (Since these techniques are being applied in sequence, this could “undo” a prior designation as uncacheable.) We call such a buffer a core-local buffer. This technique eliminates concurrent interference with respect to the considered buffer because a core may only execute one task at a time. If a buffer is not core-local, we call it a cross-core buffer. Note that all buffers accessed by Level-C tasks are cross-core buffers.

LLC Locking (CL): Permanently lock a buffer in the LLC to eliminate any DRAM-bank contention5 or unintended LLC evictions. (As explained later, portions of a buffer actually can be locked.) This effectively reduces the LLC size for caching code and local data, exposing an interesting tradeoff that is explored in Sec. 5.

CL can be supported by using the lockdown registers mentioned in Sec. 2, using methods proposed by Mancuso et al. [28], which entail prefetching the to-be-locked buffer into a way that is then permanently locked by all per-core lockdown registers. Note that locked cache lines may still be read and written from any core, just not evicted.

While it would be desirable to allow a cross-core buffer accessed by a Level-A or -B task to be dynamically cacheable, supporting this functionality using lockdown registers is not straightforward. For example, consider a buffer that is shared between Levels A and C. If that buffer were to be cached due to a reference by a Level-C task τC, then it would be cached in the Level-C LLC area, and thus could be potentially evicted by another Level-C task running on another core. If that were to happen, followed by an immediate reference by a Level-A task, then the buffer would be cached in the Level-A LLC ways. This creates a situation wherein τC could potentially interfere with Level-A tasks by accessing Level-A ways. To avoid such situations, cross-core buffers accessed by Level-A or -B tasks are either permanently locked in the LLC or never cached in our framework.

Buffer copying rules. Given the semantics of the considered WFBs [4], read (resp., write) operations must copy data to (resp., from) such a buffer, i.e., the data in the buffer cannot be accessed in place. A PCB can be accessed in place if locked buffers are never evicted, so the write-back policy of our LLC prevents any DRAM-bank contention for locked buffers.
(without copying) if it is core-local, if it is entirely locked in the LLC, or if it is only shared by Level-C tasks. All other PCBs must be copied. These copying rules support a major thesis underlying our implementation that requires the Level-A/B DRAM banks to be kept interference free.

3.2 Kernel-Level Implementation in MC²

We added a user-level interface to MC² where, via a character device, a task is able to request and map shared memory pages into its virtual address space. In our implementation, \texttt{mmap()} is used to specify the number of shared pages to map and their permissions, and \texttt{ioctl()} is used to specify the DRAM bank and LLC colors of the mapped pages. This implementation extends the page-coloring mechanisms of the prior MC² implementation [22].

We support CL by locking logical pages into the LLC, where each such page occupies a single way. A logical page is defined by a set of physical pages of the same color. Note that same-colored physical pages will map to the same cache sets. We introduce the concept of logical pages because CL is actually applied at the granularity of buffers, not pages. To avoid unnecessarily wasting LLC space, which is a very constrained shared resource, we allow several such buffers to be stored in the same logical page. These buffers can even be allocated by different tasks. Clearly, storing buffers allocated by different tasks in the same physical page would be an egregious protection violation. To avoid this, we store them in different same-colored physical pages with appropriate offsets so that when they are mapped into the LLC, they map to disjoint cache sets. The set of such pages is viewed as a single logical page. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 5. Our implementation is actually more general than just described as it allows portions of a single buffer to be split across several logical pages.

3.3 Micro-Benchmarks

To compare SBP, CE, and CL, we ran micro-benchmark experiments in which a shared buffer was either read or written by a measured task. For SBP, we considered only the more-interesting option (i), \textit{i.e.}, the considered page is designated as uncacheable. Under CE, we assumed the buffer was not locked in the LLC. To compare these techniques, we collected 10,000 samples for each choice of buffer size \((2^N \text{ KB}, \ 0 \leq N \leq 8)\), \textit{access type} (read or write), and \textit{reference sequence} (random or sequential). For the purpose of measurement only, the measured task was instrumented to access the shared buffer in kernel space via a system call so that the \texttt{ktime_get()} API could be used to accurately measure execution times for small buffers. Measurements were obtained in the presence of stress-inducing background tasks. Since we are interested in systems in which the isolation techniques in [22] are employed, the background tasks were constrained to interfere only with the measured task’s access of the shared buffer. The allowed interference depended on the technique being evaluated: the background tasks were configured to stress (i) the LLC and the specific DRAM bank used by the measured task under SBP; (ii) the LLC and the DRAM banks not used by the measured task under CE; and (iii) the non-locked LLC ways and the specific DRAM bank used by the measured task under CL. Fig. 6 depicts recorded worst-case times for random writes. Other results, which show similar trends, can be found in an online appendix.

**Obs. 1.** Worst-case buffer-writing times were the lowest under CL and the highest under SBP. CL writing times were typically 2 to 7% of SBP writing times. CE writing times were typically 50 to 60% of SBP writing times.

CL writing times were generally 2 to 3% of SBP writing times for buffers that fit into the L1 cache, and nearer to 7% for other buffers. These results are expected, and are attributable to how the different techniques leverage resources within the memory hierarchy. Memory references will be satisfied from DRAM under SBP, from the LLC under CL, and from some combination of the two under CE, since a miss in the LLC causes a line of eight words to be cached.

4 Optimizations

The micro-benchmark results just described show that CL is clearly the technique of choice if it can be applied to a particular shared buffer. However, there is limited LLC space, so from a system-wide perspective, tradeoffs exist with respect to how the three techniques SBP, CE, and CL are applied. In this section, we show how such tradeoffs

\[8\text{As subsequently discussed, buffers may be partially locked in the LLC. A partially locked cross-core PCB shared with Levels A or B must be entirely copied, but part will be copied from the LLC.}\]

\[9\text{Note that, with this implementation, if a misbehaving task accesses an address in a shared page that is external to the shared buffer it should be accessing (e.g., via a buffer overflow), then this could cause a temporal fault for another task by evicting data in a cache line with the same color as the locked logical shared page. However, such a temporal fault cannot compromise logical correctness.}\]

\[8\text{In our new MC² implementation, tasks do not actually access buffers in kernel space. Such accesses were performed in kernel space in this experiment to enable more precise measurements.}\]
We have precedence constraints only within such a level. We assume that here. We also assume that all tasks are unaltered by this conversion. Since bounded tardiness is ensured at Level C by using utilization-based schedulability conditions [29], these assumptions imply that we can also assess Level-A and -B schedulability with the same schedulability conditions as before.

With these assumptions, buffer sharing can impact schedulability only by increasing task execution times due to costs incurred in accessing buffers. We discuss this impact next assuming SBP, CE, and CL are applied. Note that, if shared buffers are not managed using any of our techniques, then execution times should be conservatively determined as in an unmanaged system, as the data depicted in Fig. 4 suggests.

**Execution-time impacts.** As seen in Fig. 1, tasks of higher criticality have priority over those of lower criticality in MC². Thus, while each task technically has a PET at each of Levels A through C, only the following PETs are needed for MC² schedulability analysis: Level-C PETs for tasks at all levels, Level-B PETs for tasks at Levels A and B, and Level-A PETs for tasks at Level A. In keeping with prior work [22], we assume that Level-C PETs are measured worst-case execution times, Level-B PETs are measured worst-case execution times, and Level-A PETs are obtained by applying an inflation factor for safety to Level-B PETs.

To enable the needed execution data to be obtained, we extended measurement-based methods used in our prior work [22] to deal with buffer sharing. We assume that each job consists of three phases. If a job copies a buffer it accesses, then this occurs in an initial read phase. The task then executes within an execution phase wherein only local data and isolated shared data are accessed. Finally, a write phase occurs, if buffers are being copied. Note that, according to the copying rules specified in Sec. 3.1, the read or write phases can be null. If either phase is non-null, then its execution cost can be determined via a measurement process. For safety, this process should include a background workload that stresses the DRAM bank where the non-isolated data being copied to or from is stored.

The buffer copying rules ensure that the duration of a task’s execution phase can be determined in the same manner as in our earlier work [22], with one exception: applying CL can cause some data to be permanently locked in the LLC. It may seem surprising that marking a buffer as uncachable by applying SBP has no impact. However, such a buffer must be a cross-core buffer shared by at least one task at Level A or B. (A buffer shared only at Level C is deemed cachable by SBP, as is one shared at Levels A and B that is made core-local by CE.) The copying rules require a task to make a local copy of such a buffer before its execution phase.
As for the exception caused by CL, data locked in the LLC is guaranteed to be cache warm at all times, which can decrease the length of a task’s execution phase. However, the actual benefits of locked data on a task’s execution time are difficult to quantify because they depend on memory-access patterns. Therefore, we conservatively assess these benefits by only considering the time required to load such data once into the LLC. Specifically, we subtract this time from the execution time of a task’s execution phase for any locked shared data that the task accesses.

**Partitioning heuristics.** To support CE, we devised a two-step method that attempts to assign Level-A and -B tasks to cores. In the first step, a modified version of a greedy assignment heuristic proposed by Liu and Anderson [26] is used that attempts to reduce schedulability-related data-sharing costs. The second step is applied only if the first step fails and attempts to find an assignment using the worst-fit decreasing heuristic, which more evenly balances utilization across cores, but is oblivious to data sharing. At a high level, Liu and Anderson’s heuristic involves ranking shared buffers by utilization, where a buffer’s utilization is based on the time to access it and the period of the accessing task. Modifications to this heuristic were required for our purposes because we have to take into account both Level-A and -B tasks and Level-A and -B PETs when applying the heuristic. Further details can be found in Appendix B.

**Prior optimization techniques.** Applying CL in a holistic sense requires selecting specific buffers to lock into the LLC. To enable such selections, we modified the prior MC² optimization framework [10] briefly mentioned in Sec. 2. That framework was considered previously only in the context of independent task systems. In such a system, a task’s PETs vary with the LLC space allocated to it. As a result, relevant utilization values (per-core, per-criticality-level, etc.) are dependent on the number of ways allocated to each LLC region in Fig. 3. Under the prior framework, such regions are sized by solving a linear program (LP) that minimizes overall Level-C system utilization (which reduces tardiness for Level-C tasks) subject to meeting all MC² schedulability conditions. The LLC-region sizes are determined by variables in the LP that determine, for each region, the number of ways allocated to it. These variables either can be required to be integral, resulting in a mixed integer LP (MILP), or allowed to be continuous and then rounded to integral values, resulting in an ordinary LP. In our prior work, we found that both the MILP and LP versions exhibited similar runtime performance, with the MILP version yielding slightly better results. As such, we assume integer way variables here.

**Optimizing buffer locking.** We modified the prior MILP to optimize the size and use of the LLC locked-buffer area shown in Fig. 8. Our new MILP determines how much space should be allocated to this area, and how much of each buffer should be locked into it. We allow buffers to be partially locked into the LLC. As a result, continuous variables can be used to represent the amount of each buffer so locked. The only new integer variable needed is one that represents the number of ways allocated to the locked-buffer area. Other aspects of the prior MILP remain unaltered. In applying the prior MILP, we used PETs obtained experimentally. As noted above, these PETs are actually a function of the number of ways allocated to the LLC region a task can use. We found that these functions could easily be dealt with in our MILP by using a piece-wise linear approximation of them [10]. In this work, we have additional execution times that must be considered pertaining to accessing shared buffers. These execution times can also be approximated linearly, as the micro-benchmark data shown in Fig. 6 suggests. Further details can be found in Appendix A.

5 Evaluation

To quantify the benefits of our shared-buffer management techniques, we conducted experiments in which the schedulability of millions of randomly generated task systems was assessed under several scheduling- and resource-management schemes. These schemes, which are summarized in Tbl. 1, are as follows. Under U-EDF, all tasks are scheduled on a single processor using the earliest-deadline-first (EDF) scheduler. This reflects current industry practice for eliminating shared-hardware interference by disabling all but one core. All other schemes use MC² scheduling and analysis. Under DSO (data-sharing oblivious), the MC² hardware management techniques presented previously [22] are used, but no special techniques are applied for shared buffers.

In the next three schemes, the shared-buffer management techniques given in Sec. 3.1 are successively introduced: SBP introduces the SBP technique; SBP+CE then adds the CE technique, with task-to-core assignments being done via the assignment heuristic discussed in Sec. 4; finally, SBP+CE+CL adds the CL technique, where LLC locking decisions are made via the optimization algorithm discussed in Sec. 4. To upper bound the potential gains afforded by the use of our techniques, we also consider Ideal, in which an
Table 1: Benefits accrued under different schemes. Benefits are cache isolation (CI), bank isolation (BI), cache warm (CW) during every access, and no copy (NC) phase required.

Task-set generation. The task-set generation process we used extends that used by us previously [22] by accounting for shared buffers. All PETs were defined as discussed in Sec. 4, with the Level-B-to-Level-A inflation factor set to 50% (this is in keeping with results reported by Vestal [34]). Task sets were randomly generated by using six uniform distributions to choose task and task-set parameters. The specific distributions used were selected from the per-distribution choices listed in Tbl. 2. These distributions are defined with respect to the U-EDF scheme. All combinations of these choices were considered. These distributions determine the criticality utilization ratio (i.e., the fraction of the overall utilization assigned to each criticality level), task periods, task utilizations, the maximum LLC reload time after a preemption or migration (specified as a fraction of the LLC period), task’s working set (WS)—the set of addresses used to refer to cache lines, and no copy (NC) phase required.

Table 2: Task-set parameters and distributions.

The distributions in Tbl. 2 were defined to enable the systematic study of different factors impacting schedulability, such as MC analysis, isolation, and shared-buffer sizes. Moreover, these factors were chosen to reflect realistic usage patterns. We denote each combination of distribution choices using a tuple notation. For example, (C-Heavy, Long, Moderate, Heavy, Light, Small) denotes using the C-Heavy, Long, Moderate, etc., distribution choices in Tbl. 2. We call such a combination a scenario. We considered all possible such scenarios, and for each utilization in each scenario, we determined actual buffer sizes subject to this upper bound by solving an additional LP that was designed to ensure that the buffer sizes are reasonable given the properties of the tasks that access them.

Step 6 Assign wait-free dependencies to cross-criticality task pairs. To keep the parameter space from further exploding, we simply assumed that 1/6 of all dependencies were across criticalities. This reflects the hypothesis that cross-criticality sharing is less common.

Step 7 Generate an upper bound on the fraction of each task’s WS that is shared using the distribution selected from the fifth category. We determined actual buffer sizes subject to this upper bound by solving an additional LP that was designed to ensure that the buffer sizes are reasonable given the properties of the tasks that access them.

Step 8 Test the schedulability of the resulting task set under each considered scheme in Tbl. 1.

The distributions in Tbl. 2 were defined to enable the systematic study of different factors impacting schedulability, such as MC analysis, isolation, and shared-buffer sizes. Moreover, these factors were chosen to reflect realistic usage patterns. We denote each combination of distribution choices using a tuple notation. For example, (C-Heavy, Long, Moderate, Heavy, Light, Small) denotes using the C-Heavy, Long, Moderate, etc., distribution choices in Tbl. 2. We call such a combination a scenario. We considered all possible such scenarios, and for each utilization in each scenario, we generated enough task sets to estimate mean schedulability to within ±0.05 with 95% confidence with at least 100 and at most 2,000 task systems.

For schemes that do not lock buffers in the LLC, we determined allocated LLC areas using our prior LP optimization techniques as illustrated in Fig. 3. For schemes not using
our sharing-aware task-partitioning heuristic, we used the worst-fit-decreasing bin-packing heuristic.

**Schedulability results.** In total, we evaluated the schedulability of approximately nine million randomly generated task sets, which took roughly 27 CPU-days of computation. From this abundance of data, we generated over 700 schedulability plots, of which three representative plots are shown in Fig. 9. The full set of plots is available online [9].

Each schedulability plot corresponds to a single scenario. To understand how to interpret these plots, consider Fig. 9(b). In this plot, the circled point indicates that 67% of the generated task sets with EDF utilizations of 4.1 were schedulable under the DSO scheme. Note that because the x-axis represents system utilizations under the single-core HRT EDF scheme, it is possible under MC$^2$ to support systems with an EDF utilization exceeding four, as MC provisioning and hardware management decrease PETs.

We now state several observations that follow from the full set of collected schedulability data. We illustrate these observations using the data presented in Fig. 9.

**Obs. 2.** SBP provided moderate schedulability benefits in approximately 60% of the considered scenarios. Moreover, in approximately 30% of cases, SBP provided schedulability near that of Ideal.

This observation is supported by insets (a) and (b) of Fig. 9. For small-message-size scenarios, as in inset (b), copy-phases have little to no impact on task PETs. As a result, the isolation provided for local data under SBP eliminates the majority of sharing-related schedulability losses without significant schedulability loss due to bypassing the cache or copying. For large-message-size scenarios, as in inset (a), greater copying overheads reduce the benefits of SBP. It is in these scenarios where CE and CL can be most beneficial.

**Obs. 3.** CE and CL provided mild improvements to schedulability in roughly 20% of considered scenarios.

Fig. 9(a) gives one example of these improvements. In a majority of scenarios, copy-phase lengths are relatively small compared to execution-phase lengths, thus eliminating the need for techniques that primarily improve performance by reducing copying (CE and CL). In such scenarios, the isolation provided by SBP is sufficient to achieve near-Ideal platform utilization.

**Obs. 4.** In roughly 40% of scenarios, schedulability under all MC$^2$ schemes, including DSO, was nearly equivalent.

This observation is supported by Fig. 9(c). In scenarios with light WSs, there is little impact from cache use or shared-data copying. In such scenarios, breaking isolation in the LLC has little effect on task PETs. Similarly, copy-phase lengths have small impacts on PETs. As a result, all MC$^2$ configurations performed similarly in these scenarios.

**Obs. 5.** Across all considered scenarios, our combined techniques (SBP+CE+CL) provide 17% better schedulability on average than DSO. Moreover, this represents 84% of the improvement possible when compared to Ideal.

Given the nature of our study, the observations above naturally hinge on our choice of hardware platform. The consideration of other platforms with different caching and memory characteristics might yield different conclusions.

### 6 Prior Related Work

This work follows a long line of research examining shared-resource contention in real-time systems [23]. Prior efforts have focused on issues such as cache partitioning [3, 17, 21, 36], DRAM controllers [5, 18, 19, 24], and bus-access control [1, 2, 13, 14, 15, 31]. Other work has focused on reducing shared-resource interference when per-core scratch-pad memories are used [32], accurately predicting DRAM access delays [20], throttling lower-criticality tasks’ memory accesses [38], and allocating memory [37].

To our knowledge, we are the first to consider in detail the unique impact that data sharing has on hardware isolation under the notion of MC scheduling espoused by Vestal [34], which was proposed with the express intent of achieving better platform utilization. Several of the aforementioned papers do target MC systems [5, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 24, 30, 38], but only peripherally touch on the issue of achieving better platform utilization, if at all. Also, most of them focus on hardware design. One of these papers [1] considers systems in which tasks share data, but does not consider the specific impact this has on hardware isolation. Hardware isolation under Vestal’s notion of MC scheduling is the subject of four prior MC$^2$-related papers by our group [16, 22, 29, 35]. One of these papers [22] was reviewed in detail in Sec. 2; we refer...
the reader to [22] for an overview of the other three. In recent work, which was published after we completed our study, data sharing was considered in the context of automotive systems [6].

7 Conclusion

For hardware-management mechanisms to have practical impact, data sharing among tasks must be supported. This need poses a dilemma, as data sharing can directly break isolation properties fundamental to hardware management. In this paper, we considered this dilemma in the context of MC², where hardware-isolation mechanisms are used alongside MC provisioning assumptions to further improve platform utilization. In particular, we presented techniques for mitigating this dilemma, and evaluated these techniques via a large-scale, overhead-aware schedulability study, driven by measurement data. This study suggests that our proposed techniques have practical merit. In future work, we plan to augment this study by considering the other IPC mechanisms mentioned in Sec. 3, richer DAG-based task models, and other multicore hardware platforms.
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A MILP Example

Due to space constraints, we forego a complete description of the MILP techniques used herein as applied to the ARM Cortex A9 platform. To give readers an understanding of how our MILP techniques work, we present an overhead-unaware version of our MILP for a simpler system than the A9.

Consider a task set \( \tau = \{\tau_1, \tau_2\} \) such that \( \tau_1 \) is a Level-A task and \( \tau_2 \) is a Level-B task. These tasks share a WFB \( b \) with a message size of \( s_b \) words, written to by \( \tau_1 \) and read by \( \tau_2 \). Both tasks run on a single-core system. Fig. 10 depicts the LLC for this cache, and associated LP variables, discussed later. The LLC contains \( S_{\text{max}} \) sets, \( W_{\text{max}} \) ways, and has a cache-line size of one word. \( \tau_1 \) and \( \tau_2 \) share a bank, and buffer \( b \) is allocated in a Level-C bank. Under this scenario, there is very little competition between criticality levels and cores for cache space. However, this scenario still serves as an exemplar for demonstrating our MILP techniques. Non-negativity constraints are assumed for all LP variables presented in the remainder of this appendix.

**Execution-phase modeling.** We let \( W_A \) and \( W_B \) denote the LP variables for the number of ways allocated to tasks \( \tau_1 \) and \( \tau_2 \), respectively. We let \( W_L \) denote the number of ways used for locked buffer space. We let \( \tilde{e}_i^A \) and \( \tilde{e}_i^B \) denote LP variables for the execution-phase time of \( \tau_i \) under Level-A and -B analysis, respectively. The values of a Level-\( \ell \) execution-phase variable for a given way must be constrained by measured Level-\( \ell \) execution-phase times for the given way allocation. In Fig. 11(a), we show an example plot of what this data might look like for Level-B execution-phase times of \( \tau_2 \). From the measured execution-phase time data, we can construct linear constraints between adjacent data points, as shown in Fig. 11(b), to ensure that the value \( \tilde{e}_2^B \) is never less than the measured Level-B execution-phase time for a given way allocation.

**Cache-size constraints.** To ensure the space allocated to buffers and to tasks does not exceed the size of the cache or produce overlap between the task and buffer LLC areas, our MILP includes the constraint \( W_A + W_B + W_L \leq W_{\text{max}} \). If we wish to allow overlap in Level-A and -B way allocations, we can replace this constraint with the constraints \( W_A + W_B \leq W_{\text{max}} \) and \( W_B + W_L \leq W_{\text{max}} \).

**Buffer-space constraints.** We let \( L \) denote a continuous LP variable for the number of words in buffer \( b \) locked into the cache. For a cache with \( S_{\text{max}} \) sets, \( S_{\text{max}} \cdot W_L \) cache lines are available for buffer locking. We ensure the buffer data locked into the cache does not exceed the space allocated for buffers using the constraint \( L \leq S_{\text{max}} \cdot W_L \). We also constrain \( L \) based on buffer size. The buffer \( b \) requires three slots, so this constraint is \( L \leq 3 \cdot s_b \).

**Copy-phase modeling.** The cache space allocated to a buffer must be distributed evenly among the message slots of the buffer. For the three-slot WFB \( b \), \( \frac{L}{3} \) cache lines are read in place from the cache each time a message is read or written. The remaining \( s_b - \frac{L}{3} \) words of data are copied from a Level-C bank. We let \( \delta_U \) and \( \delta_L \) denote the times required for an uncached word and a locked word, respectively, to be read from a Level-C bank, according to Level-B analysis. These times can be determined from measured read/write times for a range of buffer sizes. The Level-B read-phase time \( r_2^B \) for \( \tau_2 \) is the time required to read \( s_b - \frac{L}{3} \) uncached words from a Level-C bank, and \( \frac{L}{3} \) cached words from locked cache lines.

\[
r_2^B = \delta_L \cdot \frac{L}{3} + \delta_U \cdot (s_b - \frac{L}{3})
\]

Read and write phase times at other criticality levels can be determined in a similar fashion.

Figure 10: Cache model for MILP description.

Figure 11: Construction of linear constraints for \( \tau_2 \) from task execution time data.

Task utilizations. We let $C^\ell_i$ and $u^\ell_i = C^\ell_i / T_i$ denote the Level-$\ell$ PET and utilization, respectively, of task $\tau_i$ as expressed in our MILP. Task PETs are expressed in terms of execution-phase variables and copy-phase lengths. For instance, the Level-B PET $C^B_2$ of $\tau_2$ is $c^B_2 + r^B_2$. Task utilizations are used to express schedulability constraints, all of which are utilization constraints in MC^2.

Schedulability constraints. The system has two utilization constraints, $u^A_1 \leq 1$ and $u^B_1 + u^B_2 \leq 1$, which, in terms of our LP variables, are linear constraints. These schedulability constraints are derived from MC^2 schedulability conditions presented in [29].

Objective function. The MILP as presented does not require an objective function in order to determine values for $W_A$, $W_B$, $W_L$, and $L$ that lead to a schedulable system. However, for more complex systems that include Level-C workloads, we include an objective function that minimizes Level-C system utilization in order to improve tardiness bounds at Level C.

This completes our description of MILP techniques applied to a simpler system than the ARM platform. A more complex system under our MC^2 framework requires additional schedulability constraints at each criticality level and on each core, way variables for each LLC area specified in Fig. 8, and additional cache-size constraints. All additional constraints can be formulated in a similar fashion as the constraints presented in this appendix. Task PETs must also factor in overheads. Overheads for our ARM platform can be upper bounded using expressions that are either constant or vary linearly with respect to the values of our LP variables.

B Core-Assignment Heuristics

In Sec. 4, we discussed two steps to our core-assignment method. Here we describe in more detail the first step, a modification to a greedy assignment heuristic proposed by Liu and Anderson [26].

Liu and Anderson’s algorithm considers the communication overhead when assigning DAG-based task systems to clusters of processors. In our case, we apply the heuristic to assign tasks at Levels A and B, and for us, each cluster consists of only one core. Greedy choices are made by ranking shared buffers according to the schedulability-related impact of cross-core sharing.

Fig. 12 provides the pseudocode for our modification to Liu and Anderson’s algorithm. Algorithm ASSIGN is applied first to all Level-A tasks in the system and then to all Level-B tasks. We use Level-A (respectively, -B) analysis in evaluating core capacities and utilizations when we assign DAGs at Level-A (respectively, -B). Utilizations are evaluated without overheads and assume no ways are allocated to tasks in the LLC.

In Phase 1, we attempt to assign DAGs to cores without splitting DAGs. At line 1, DAGs are ordered based on cross-core sharing “weight.” The sharing weight for a task is the utilization required for the task to copy from each of its read PCBs once per job and copy to each of its written PCBs once per job assuming all buffers bypass the cache and are allocated in Level-C banks. The sharing weight of a DAG is the sum of the sharing weights of all its tasks. In lines 3-7, we assign DAGs to the first core in $P$ with enough capacity. This is done in worst-fit decreasing order.

In Phase 2, we split up DAGs that were un-assignable in Phase 1. In lines 8-10, tasks in each unassigned DAG are ordered by depth and by sharing weight at same depth. In lines 12-19, we assign tasks in order to cores in worst-fit decreasing order. Tasks are assigned to the first core with enough remaining capacity to hold at least one task. When we cannot assign a task to this core, we disregard the core in future assignments (line 19). This technique is designed to assign as many tasks as possible that likely share buffers to the same core.

ASSIGN:

PHASE 1:

1: Order DAGs by largest sharing weight first
2: Order cores in $P$ by smallest remaining capacity first
3: for each $\gamma_i$ in $\Gamma$ in order do
4: for each $p_j$ in $P$ in order do
5: if $u(\gamma_i) \leq U(p_j)$ then
6: Assign all tasks in $\gamma_i$ to $p_j$
7: Remove $\gamma_i$ from $\Gamma$

PHASE 2:

8: for each $\gamma_i$ in $\Gamma$ in order do
9: Order tasks in $\gamma_i$ by smallest depth first
10: Order tasks at same depth by largest sharing weight first
11: Order cores in $P$ by smallest remaining capacity first
12: for each $\gamma_i$ in $\Gamma$ in order do
13: for each task $\tau_j$ in $\gamma_i$ in order do
14: for each $p_k$ in $P$ in order do
15: if $u_j \leq U(p_k)$ then
16: Assign $\tau_j$ to $p_k$
17: Remove $\gamma_i$ from $\Gamma$
18: else
19: Remove $p_k$ from $P$

Figure 12: Core assignment algorithm.